"W" Style DPP
Calcomp (direct fit).
Waterproof, fade-resistant ink for quality plots on paper, vellum and drafting film.

No.  Color  Size  MSRP
64NDW-01E  Black  0.25mm  $16.20 ea
64NDW-01F  Black  0.35mm  16.20 ea
64NDW-01M  Black  0.50mm  16.20 ea

Fits the following plotters: Calcomp 1023, 1043, 1043G/TH; Artisan 1023, 1025; Artisan Plus 1023, 1025, 1026, 2024, 2036, Pacemaker 3024; Designmate 4024 Classic, 4036 Classic.

"K" Style DPP
Houston Instrument and similar plotters use adapters below.

For highest quality plots on paper, vellum and drafting film.

No.  Color  Size  MSRP
64NK-01E  Black  0.25mm  $18.30 rl
64NK-01F  Black  0.35mm  17.60 pk
64NK-01M  Black  0.50mm  17.60 pk

Rapidoplot™
Archival DPP® Disposable Plotter Pens™ 6820 Series “E” Style DPP® (20P) or (20F)

A throw-away version of the refillable liquid-ink pen that offers the same high quality plots with none of the mess or maintenance associated with the refillable. The DPP® is a 2-part system comprised of the nib and a pre-filled ink cartridge. Four different styles of ink cartridge are available to enable the DPP® to work on all of the major plotters. Inks are permanent, pigmented systems that conform to standards for archivability. The paper version is available in 3 precision line widths.

No.  Color  Size  MSRP
6820-01E  Black  0.25mm  $16.20 ea
6820-01F  Black  0.35mm  16.20 ea
6820-01M  Black  0.50mm  16.20 ea

Fiber-Tip Plotter Pens
Ideal for business and presentation graphics (For Hewlett Packard and compatible plotters.)

A one-piece pen with a bonded fiber, or nylon plotting tip.

This pen produces the brightest looking graphs and charts. It is excellent for area-fill applications and the highest quality overhead transparencies. The fiber-tip is available in 2 line widths (which gradually widen during use), and in up to 10 brilliant colors. The ink can be used on either paper or water-reactive overhead transparency film. 5 pack.

No.  Color  Size  MSRP
6401-01F  Black, blue, red, green, yellow 0.3mm  17.60 pk
6401-01B  Black, green, aqua, blue, violet 0.7mm  17.60 pk